UNIX History

- **Multics** 1965 (Multiplexed Computing System)
- Ken Thompson, PDP-7, wrote a new OS -- Unics (Uniplexed Computing System)
- **First Edition** 1971 (AT&T) (CACM July 1974, 365-375)
- **1BSD** 1977 (Berkeley, Computer Science Research Group)
- **Seventh Edition** 1979 (AT&T)
- **4BSD** 1980 (Berkeley)
- **System V** 1983 (AT&T, first commercial version)
- **SunOS** 1985 (Sun, BSD based)
- **Minix** 1987 (Andrew Tanenbaum, total rewrite, 7th ed compatible, written for education)
- **Tenth Edition** 1989 (AT&T)
- **4.3BSD Net/2** 1991 (Berkeley)
- **386BSD** 1992 (Bill Jolitz, Dr Dobbs Journal)
- **First Linux kernel** 1992 (Linus) (Started out of Minix)
- **Solaris** 1993 (Sun, System V based)
- **FreeBSD-1.0** 1993 (i386 CPU only)
- **NetBSD-1.0** 1994 (i386, Amigas, m68k Macs, SPARCstation, PC532)
Many more releases and "forks" since then. Too many to put here. See Wikipedia.

UNIX (like) versions (Open Group owns UNIX trademark)
- BSD
  - SunOS 4
  - Ultrix
  - BSDI
- OS X (passes Open Group requirements ... is UNIX)
- NetBSD, FreeBSD, OpenBSD, ...
- SYSV
  - System V (AT&T -> Novell -> X/Open Company -> SCO : lawsuit -> X/Open, Now named OpenGroup)
  - Solaris (SunOS 5) -> OpenSolaris -> Solaris (Fork OpenIndiana)
- HPUX
- AIX
- Linux
- Linux is kernel